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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Is A Dark Agenda Unfolding with the Merger of Climate 
Change, COVID-19 and Green Central Banking? 

 

By Nicholas West 

“How does a virus get introduced into society, an economy like           
the United States? Gradually and then suddenly.” – Stacy         
Herbert, paraphrasing The Sun Also Rises. 
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Perhaps it’s fitting to think in literal terms about seeds being           
planted for a long time prior to the arrival of Green Government.            
It’s a profound experience in some ways to see everything we           
have suspected come to fruition right before our eyes. In fact,           
there is an interesting phenomenon that I’m seeing right now          
among our team here at Counter Markets, as well as the wider            
independent media. We are so closely on the same page with           
like-minded individuals that we are communicating ideas nearly        
word for word without direct contact. I see it as a very positive             
sign which indicates a recognition that what we are facing has           
gone far beyond theory and into the realm of undeniable reality.           
As awful as the circumstances might appear, this is where a           
“heightened sense of urgency” is no longer a catchphrase; it has           
become essential as we see the magnitude of these         
developments occurring in real-time. With so many people        
wondering what the hell just happened, understanding how we         
got to this point might be helpful as we try to navigate the             
uncharted territory of what is now unfolding.  

Setting the Stage 

Back in November 2019, I wrote an article entitled “The Climate           
Change Death Spiral Has Nothing to Do With the Weather.” That           
report focused mainly on the intensification we saw in the rhetoric           
surrounding man-made climate change, most notably with the        
meteoric rise of Greta Thunberg and her brand of greenshirts who           
insist that we are facing the imminent death of mankind if we do             
not change our consumptive and pollutive ways.  

Running in tandem with Greta at that time was the spectre of a             
Green New Deal in the U.S. and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s         
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brand of greenshirts centered around economic policies of        
fairness for humans, but wrapped in slogans of service to the           
environment. The goal of the GND is a restructuring of financial           
systems in accordance with the notion that guaranteed death will          
befall every living creature if man-made climate change is not          
tackled both politically and financially. What Greta, AOC and their          
philosophical adherents really mean is that, above all else, the          
world’s ills must be tackled behaviorally. While Greta’s core         
message has remained fairly popular, AOC’s Green New Deal         
economics were well on the way to being thoroughly dismantled          
and dismissed … prior to the COVID-19 outbreak.  

In my previous article, I highlighted the ironically anti-human         
consequences that result from Green Government policies –        
including death. For example, I cited the little-known bureaucracy         
of the International Maritime Organization and their lethal domino         
effect created by imposing just a single carbon tax that would           
affect millions of people by raising the cost of basic transportation.           
One economist called it “a human tragedy of disastrous         
proportions.” 

The reason I bring this up as we discuss our current predicament            
and the full-scale arrival of green central banking is that we           
constantly hear the refrain of drastic measures being taken in          
order to “SAVE LIVES.” However, something else has been         
lurking just beneath the surface for a long time and can no longer             
hide as we emerge into the light of a full economic collapse            
coupled with a “supervirus.”  

Building the Narrative 
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It is impossible to divorce the narrative of man-made climate          
change from the narrative taking shape during this new threat. It           
dovetails perfectly with the coronacrisis that we are watching         
unfold, which provides insight into the solutions we can expect          
from those who would benefit the most.  

Have you noticed how many stories are making headlines at the           
moment featuring the flourishing of the environment and nature         
while humans are locked away? We are now reminded daily          
about the great reduction in pollution, the repairing of the ozone           
layer, and all the happy animals coming out to play in previously            
unseen areas. It’s even making the earth shake less as humans           
go quiet! 

Of course, nature is not filled only with puppies and rainbows. It’s            
filled with marauding monkeys starving in Thailand due to the lack           
of tourists, rats in the streets of an empty New Orleans, coyotes            
and mountain cats in the middle of San Francisco, and crocodiles           
that feel comfortable to roam the now-humanless beaches in my          
own backyard of Costa Rica. One has to wonder what surprises           
will be in store when everyone is finally told by the government            
that “it’s safe again” to journey beyond their protective bubble.  
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Nature returns during COVID-19 lockdown - satire from The Tico Times, Costa Rica 

While many of these stories are probably recounted as innocent          
observations, the underlying theme is exactly what is discussed in          
climate change policy papers and their recommended       
conservation programs. Its extreme form is literally called        
“rewilding” and it has been directly linked as a solution to climate            
change. 

From CarbonBrief.org: 

Now, some researchers say that large animals, ranging from         
lions and elephants to giant tortoises and donkeys, should         
be reintroduced to areas where they once thrived. 

It is argued that this type of conservation, which is known as            
“rewilding”, could help to restore ecosystems to what they         
could have looked like before major human interference. 

A special issue published today by the Royal Society         
explores how rewilding could help to tackle climate change         
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and its impacts, as well as how future warming could affect           
the success of rewilding schemes. 

This is just one of the many seeds that have been planted within a              
slew of governmental policies large and small across the world          
that correspond with social narratives that malign human        
economic activity, movement and overpopulation. As the United        
Nations’ environment chief, Inger Andersen, recently stated:       
“Nature is sending us a message” through climate change and          
COVID-19. Another UN representative, Climate Chief Christina       
Figueres, said in 2017 that the world has 3 years left to stop             
dangerous climate change. 

Once you are attuned to the language, this element of the           
narrative will be impossible to miss as we continue through these           
current events. 

A related trend in governance that I covered in a previous issue            
as a cause for concern was reflected in a Harvard study I cited             
which suggested that today’s youth (18-29) reject both capitalism         
and socialism. While that might appear to be a positive sign to us             
who are voluntaryists, these youth were unable to define a          
replacement. When exploring this emerging systemic vacuum, I        
posited that global leaders would understand that a tipping point          
had been reached where a younger population weaned on         
technology would be open to a political system that more closely           
aligned with their high-tech understanding of the world. In a word:           
Technocracy – the notion that data-driven central planning is the          
orderly and logical answer to all of the world’s imbalances and           
chaos.  
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However, for all of the dire warnings about climate change,          
policies have been slow to roll out and largely debated over the            
many decades that it has taken to reach this point. Despite the            
melodrama of spokespeople like Greta, AOC, and Extinction        
Rebellion, most of the populace who are at least receptive to           
these ideas still regard climate change as a nebulous concern          
that can be addressed incrementally. So far, man-made climate         
change has not proven to be the proper catalyst to bring about            
quick fundamental changes, which is perhaps why Agenda 21         
became the 2030 Agenda. There aren’t many events that could          
galvanize the global population to welcome radical and rapid         
global solutions, but a supervirus is most certainly one of them. 

We find ourselves now in a perfect storm of converging crises that            
can be distilled down to 5 commonalities which I believe shape           
the narratives and solutions surrounding both climate change and         
the coronavirus: 

● Global threat 
● Incompatible national (and state) systems 
● Declining trust in traditional governance 
● Rising trust in technology and science 
● Faulty human behavior 

The real crisis, however, is that we are entering a time period that             
has long been discussed and planned for by the exact same           
institutions that are now offering the solutions. The roadmap that          
these institutions have created has very clearly accounted for a          
global collapse due to “an invisible enemy.” As we’ll see, the           
picture they paint for human economic freedom under a green          
banner is anything but life supporting. 
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Executing the Plan –– Consequences 

Our colleagues at Activist Post published two articles in 2012 that           
I was reminded of while trying to read the tea leaves for what             
direction we are trending toward during this unprecedented global         
economic collapse. The titles alone speak volumes:  

“U.N. Policy Paper Outlines 7 Building Blocks for ‘Heavy-Handed’         
World Government” 

“Global Great Depression and Population Reduction by 2030: The         
MIT and Club of Rome Prophecy.”  

Both articles include extensive documentation of the globalist        
doctrine in their own language and are worth reading in order to            
understand the mentality of globalist institutions. The key        
message that appears throughout is that beginning in the late          
1960s scientific advisors, economists and statisticians concluded       
only two possible models for the future, specifically marking key          
transformational points from 2012-2030 and thereafter until 2052.  

The first option was explored in the 1972 Club of Rome/MIT           
document Limits to Growth (and a later “30-year update”) which          
modeled a world where citizens – through local governments –          
listened to the recommendations of experts and adopted a strict          
but “voluntary” economic and social regimen that would allow for          
the gradual drawdown of human activity and population before a          
tipping point was reached that would imperil both the ecosystem          
and all human life.  

The second option was considered in a 1983 document called          
The First Global Revolution which described a world where         
“human malaise” too slowly adopted recommended policies by        
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clinging to old ways, and eventually ignored them altogether,         
which would force a much more centralized and overt         
authoritarian response to save humanity from itself through hard         
economic shutdowns.  

The U.N. policy report that contemplated this second scenario         
many years later in 2012 appeared in Scientific American, where          
the author asked a few questions that seem particularly applicable          
to the sheer panic and hysteria that has erupted over COVID-19. 

How do we overcome our hard-wired tendency to “discount”         
the future: valuing what we have today more than what we           
might receive tomorrow? Would any institution be capable of         
instilling a permanent crisis mentality lasting decades, if not         
centuries? How do we create new institutions with        
enforcement powers way beyond the current mandate of the         
U.N.? Could we ensure against a malevolent dictator who         
might abuse the power of such organizations?  

Even the “soft” version from the original Club of Rome report           
received immediate criticism from Yale economist Henry Wallich        
who quickly understood the consequences. He stated that such         
direct government intervention to stop economic growth on behalf         
of the environment would be “consigning billions to permanent         
poverty.”  

Based on our current conditions, it seems clear to me which of the             
two paths is being pursued. COVID-19 has ushered in the most           
extreme form of what is outlined above. The population at large           
receives daily – sometimes hourly – “recommendations” from        
governments and health officials, which if not complied with,         
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become mandatory through the power of a state backed by guns           
– all for our safety of course.  

As for the key question posed by Scientific American: “Would any           
institution be capable of instilling a permanent crisis mentality         
lasting decades, if not centuries?” Central banking is perfectly         
poised to answer this question.  

Central Banking Goes Green 

Central banking already has proven to be perfectly capable of          
producing and managing the severity and length of a crisis. The           
IMF is one of the more impactful forms of the traditional global            
banking system that is run as an engine of monetary stimulus and            
sanction which on many occasions has led to regional economic          
collapse. These orchestrated collapses and subsequent      
“austerity” have been imposed so many times that the blowback          
has entered our lexicon as “IMF riots.” In the end, countries are            
left poorer and more dependent than they were before. 

If we look at the banking framework that has been set up to             
address climate change, we see an even greater ability for central           
banks – or ideally one central bank – to offer its carrots and             
sticks. It does not inspire confidence, for example, that the IMF in            
its December 2019 document “50 Shades of Green” issued the          
same lament as the earlier globalist doctrines that a “new          
sustainable financial system is not developing fast enough for the          
world to reach net zero,” but has been under construction and           
would greatly benefit from the voluntary disclosure process        
becoming mandatory. Sounds familiar. 
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For this aspect of the history that connects central banking to the            
climate change agenda, there is no better resource than this          
video report from Spiro Skouras, “The U.N. & Central Banks: A           
Rockefeller & Rothschild Coup.” We should expect that this will be           
the template for imposing a global reset from complete economic          
inactivity into a “new normal” post-coronavirus world of        
carrot-and-stick UBI, a digitized dollar, and every other restrictive         
measure they can embed along the way. 

No one yet knows how long this reset period will last, but the             
estimated toll that a permanent crisis mentality will take on human           
health and lives makes yet another mockery of any claims that           
saving humans is the true goal. At best, managing humans is the            
true goal. But it’s hard to imagine that their data-driven collection           
and analysis systems are unaware, for example, of the Harvard          
study that showed 260,000 excess cancer deaths from the         
economic downturn of 2008-2010. Or the CDC study which         
“showed the largest increase in the overall suicide rate occurred          
in the Great Depression of 1929-1933, surging from 18 per          
100,000 people in 1928 to 22.1 per 100,000, an all-time high, in            
1932, the last full year of the Great Depression.” Or the           
comprehensive analysis “Losing life and livelihood: A systematic        
review and meta-analysis of unemployment and all-cause       
mortality” from the prestigious journal Social Science and        
Medicine which highlighted that the “risk of death for unemployed          
persons was 63% higher than the risk of death for employed           
persons.”  

Can we really expect that a total shutdown of the global economy,            
where even a first-world nation like the U.S. will be above 30%            
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unemployment and major banks say that shutdowns could last         
months to a year, will save more lives than erase?  

Closing Thoughts 

The history that has been chronicled, coupled with our         
now-observable trajectory, is why so many of us who have been           
studying this for decades call those that are responsible for          
creating these global solutions a death cult: because by their          
democide you shall know them. Meanwhile, the general        
population might not actively be wishing for the mass death of           
humanity – although far too many seem jubilant at the prospect of            
observing nature reclaim its habitat from behind their quarantine         
glass – but at the very least they resemble a suicide cult passively             
awaiting judgement and salvation as they cheer for an end to all            
economic activity, the very lifeblood of their own existence.  

It just so happens that a physical virus came along at a time when              
a mental virus has been activated to run rampant through a           
susceptible population willing to sacrifice themselves en masse        
and enforce authoritarian measures on their fellow humans. The         
arrival of COVID-19 appears to be too good of an opportunity to            
install every aspect of a mechanistic authoritarian social and         
economic rule under the most receptive conditions possible.  

But have micromanaging technocrats overplayed their hand by        
grasping for total power too obviously? They have seized         
unprecedented control already, but can they maintain it? Have all          
their models for the future been perfectly accurate? Can any          
model account for the infinite variables of how a global population           
will react once there is no money, no food, and no hope of even              
saving the lives that were promised? Or when it becomes clear to            
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those who have served this system through ignorance, fear or          
petty malice that they are not considered essential for this new           
future?  

Even an authoritarian-enabler and death-dealer like Henry       
Kissinger took time recently to warn of this high-stakes gambit: 

Now, we live an epochal period. The historic challenge for          
leaders is to manage the crisis while building the future.          
Failure could set the world on fire. 

A better challenge would be for anyone who chooses the path of            
self-ownership and self-directed freedom to quickly guide as        
many people as possible away from the precipice.  

“Let’s not let this become Snowpiercer, Gattaca, or the         
Hunger Games. This is The Lord of the Rings.” – John Frahm 

Anthony Freda Art 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

The Boundaries of State Power and the Agora 

 

By Vin Armani 

“May you live in interesting times.” It’s not meant to be a blessing,             
it’s meant to be a curse. Since our last issue, the world has been              
turned on its head. Billions of healthy, innocent people, in          
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countries previously called “free,” are on what amounts to house          
arrest. Millions of businesses have been decimated and the         
economic damage to those still left standing should be assumed          
to be mostly fatal.  

It happened in what seemed like an instant, too fast for even            
those of us who had been preparing for such an event to            
sufficiently get our bearings. In times like this, when change is           
swirling around you and chaos reigns, wisdom is your most          
fundamental tool. 

There is good reason to worry that the global crisis is a prelude to              
state tyranny. We have already seen Hungary – a member of the            
European Union and NATO – suspend its parliament and         
constitution, delivering total dictatorial power to Viktor Mihály        
Orbán, its controversial president. In Hungary today, “spreading        
fake news and rumors” is now a criminal offense that carries a            
5-year prison sentence. “Breaking quarantine” will get you 8 years          
in prison. My belief is that Hungary is just the first domino to fall to               
a new tyranny.  

Wisdom, and even a cursory understanding of the history of the           
last century (and centuries before), tells us that when things go           
sideways in Europe, they go sideways in the neighborhood of          
Hungary. And when things go sideways in Europe, the world feels           
it. At this moment, very few Hungarians, if they have any sense at             
all, are more afraid of coronavirus (Hungary has 525 confirmed          
cases and 20 deaths as of this writing) than they are of their own              
government.  

In this article I am going to revisit the concept of “the limits of state               
power” and the agora that exists beyond those limits. This is a            
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framework that I have found quite powerful, and it is wisdom that            
can be of great use to you in the months and years to come. 

Even in the most totalitarian of states, the power of the state is far              
from “total.” The state is, after all, a collection of humans and their             
machine tools. Both humans and machines, no matter how         
sophisticated, have limitations and weaknesses. Every person or        
technological system that you add to a control framework         
introduces a potential point-of-failure that can be exploited.  

The Underground Railroad helped bring as many as 100,000         
slaves to freedom from out of the American antebellum South.          
The clandestine Samizdat printing and distribution networks       
brought the literature and philosophy of liberty to people under the           
yoke of Soviet Communism. The French Resistance, although        
operating within Nazi-occupied regions, grew to be a formidable         
intelligence and fighting force, aiding the allied invasion of the          
continent during the fateful last days of World War II. These, and            
many other “underground” structures have existed outside the        
boundaries of state power for millennia.  

Whether as an organization or as an individual, there is no way to             
operate outside of the boundaries of state power – that place of            
consciousness we call The Agora – without first recognizing and          
mapping the boundaries of power for the state within which you           
operate. The framework I have found most useful is one which           
recognizes state power as existing at the intersection of three          
concepts: Scope, Reach, and Will. 

Scope is the laws on the books. 

Reach is the boots on the ground. 
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Will is the heart of the agent of the state. 

 

The United States Of America was one of the first societies to            
explicitly and powerfully delineate the most important limits of the          
Scope of state power. In the amendments to the Constitution that           
constitute The Bill Of Rights, the federal government is prevented          
from legislating and regulating a broad swath of human activities,          
including religion, speech, assembly, and the right to keep and          
bear arms. The state is held to a standard of justice that, at the              
time, was an absolute paradigm shift. Centuries of jurisprudence         
has determined that all levels of government (the amendments         
specify only Congress) are subject to the limits on Scope laid out            
in the document.  

Although there has been a steady erosion of this Scope, and the            
governments of the United States have been encroaching beyond         
their mandated limits, it wasn’t until this month that it became           
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clear, to me at least, that the people were no longer interested in             
upholding those limits on Scope. To my mind, the United States,           
which had been at the vanguard of curtailing the Scope of state            
power, has now abandoned that project. The world will follow suit.           
Keeping innocent, healthy people from moving freely in public or          
gathering in small groups (including for the purpose of worship),          
with the threat of criminal prosecution (fines are being levied          
throughout the country for violation of “stay-at-home orders”) is         
nothing less than absolute and unlimited Scope according to the          
authors of The Bill Of Rights. 

As agorists, we must abandon the notion, at least for the next            
several generations, that we can find the agora outside the          
boundary of Scope. In the new paradigm, the Scope of state           
power reaches as far as the eye can see, and beyond. In the past              
we might have looked for “loopholes” or deficiencies in a law and            
had faith that our challenges would hold up in court should an            
overzealous law enforcement officer ever go “beyond the scope of          
the law.” Wisdom says that those days are gone now. Our           
expectation should be that “the virus” will supersede any such rule           
of law. This leaves us with fewer tools, but not without hope. 

Even the most authoritarian system can only put its populace          
under its yoke if agents of the state can actually reach the            
population. It’s very difficult to arrest someone if you are not in            
physical proximity to them. If those who break the law simply can’t            
be punished when they break the law, the law itself is           
meaningless. There have always been those who moved into the          
wilderness, away from authority, in order to find freedom. While          
the solitary life of a backwoods hermit may appeal to some, you            
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cannot be both totally isolated and a part of a vibrant agora. Law             
enforcement requires physical proximity, but so does trade.  

To the degree that global communications and supply chain         
networks have contributed to a shrinking world and expanded         
marketplace, so has this same interconnectedness increased the        
reach of the state. In what I predict will be an authoritarianism that             
increasingly regulates and punishes through denying access to        
financial services (banking) to those who choose to live as          
outlaws, physical proximity to the person becomes much less         
important than physical proximity to his bank account. 

The current economic crisis is already providing the justification         
for the imposition of the “cashless society” that states have been           
desiring for years. If the economy is “all digital” and all economic            
activity must pass through a third-party financial institution, then it          
is of little importance how far out in the boonies you have decided             
to set up your homestead, you are within the reach of the state. 

Barter and precious metals are options for peer-to-peer        
exchange, but those solutions have never been able to scale. I           
believe the dimension of Reach is where Bitcoin and related          
cryptocurrencies support and nurture The Agora. While your        
Bitcoin transactions may be, to some degree, “trackable” on a          
public blockchain, the ability for a malicious third party to seize           
funds or censor any given transaction is nil.  

Bitcoin is global, viable, and growing. Furthermore, in even the          
darkest times, the Bitcoin protocol itself can live in the mind and            
code of actual individuals. Bitcoin isn’t any particular piece of          
hardware or software. It can be reconstituted in many places, in           
many ways. It is an abstract mental and psychological tool that           
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can be passed down through the generations. I hope that more           
individuals can come to see Bitcoin this way. The survival of The            
Agora may depend on it. 

Even if agents of the state can reach you, they must still have the              
Will to enforce the dictates of the state on you. It is actually quite              
difficult to psychologically train a healthy human being to         
persecute their neighbors. Most of us are not up for such behavior            
on our own. To develop a human being into an unthinking tool of             
the state requires indoctrination and constant inculcation of a         
culture of “us versus them.” The state must also be able to            
provide for the financial needs of each agent sufficiently so as to            
make them immune to possible incentives (read: bribes) that         
participants in The Agora could offer to simply “look the other           
way.”  

Will is a major x-factor. It has proven to be an important boundary             
of state power and yet it is incredibly hard to recognize its limits.             
The agorist is certainly at an advantage when he is in a small             
community and the agents of the state are known individuals (or           
even friends). Finding such a situation is increasingly hard in our           
highly urbanized global culture, but it isn’t impossible. Sleepy         
villages that still maintain significant cultural and economic        
connections with larger areas can be a true hotbed of agorism,           
particularly if the agorists are producing highly valuable goods         
and services that the agents of the state in that area enjoy            
consuming. During times of prohibition, leveraging Will has        
enabled the prosperity of places like Humboldt County, California,         
where even law enforcement officers have participated in the         
cannabis trade for decades. 
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The Agora is all economic activity occurring outside the         
amorphous boundaries of Scope, Reach, and Will which define         
state power. Virtually everything that is regulated by the state          
was, initially, part of The Agora. Legalization – taxation and          
regulation – is the process by which dynamism and innovation are           
sapped from a particular economic sphere. Incentives become        
skewed and economic winners are chosen not through a         
competition on the basis of competence, but rather by the whim of            
“men with guns.”  

It is the duty and calling of the agorist to search out The Agora,              
wherever it may lie. Once found, it is the job of the agorist to stake               
his claim and create as much peace and prosperity in that space            
as he possibly can. This thought and action consistent with liberty           
represents the phoenix that can and will arise from the ashes of            
the conflagration of which we are currently in the midst. 
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WEALTH 

Opportunities During The Great Economic Collapse of 2020 
 

 
 
By Jeff Paul 
 
The fork sunk deep into the rich soil of my garden bed without             
much effort. Everytime I turned the soil revealed squirming         
worms. “This stuff is pure black gold,” I thought to myself. I            
continued for several minutes to prepare a bed for planting          
radishes in my coronapocalypse garden. Before long I was         
winded and realized I need to be in much better shape to survive             
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what’s coming – not just physically, but also materially and          
mentally. Recognizing my weaknesses has led me to seek the          
opportunities presented during this crisis.  
 
I’m not going to sugarcoat it. We are now facing the most epic             
economic collapse in the history of mankind. The coronavirus         
plandemic is the perfect cover for an everything bubble that was           
already about to burst. Government’s elective shutdown of the         
economy will force a global great depression and a complete          
reset of money and society. And we will likely be living under a             
tyrannical government in a constant “state of emergency” for the          
rest of our lives. Billions will perish and billions more will suffer            
from poverty and live without freedom. 
 
Grim, I know, but it must be said. It’s difficult to understate the             
magnitude of what is happening right now. All signs point to           
decades of economic hardship and technocratic dictatorship likely        
resulting in steep population reduction. Surviving independently       
and cultivating freedom will be dangerous and challenging during         
this time.  
 
“Timid men prefer the calm of despotism to the tempestuous sea           
of liberty.” Thomas Jefferson.  
 
Although this orchestrated collapse and depression is likely to be          
much worse than the Great Depression, there will be many          
people who are still employed and getting along just fine. During           
the Great Depression when unemployment hit around 25%, my         
great grandparents hardly felt the economic consequences. My        
family ran a funeral home and my wife’s family were dentists.           
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They were both able to expand their wealth during the          
depression. So barring a complete breakdown of society into         
something resembling Mad Max, there will be opportunities for         
income and advancing wealth during this time. 
 
I believe exchanging in the “informal economy” will be essential to           
survival in the coming years, especially for those who wish to           
carve out some semblance of freedom. As agorists, we’re         
uniquely positioned to help navigate the counter economy. 
 
Let’s look deeper at what we can expect to unfold to find the             
opportunities. 
 
Deflation Then Inflation 
 
The US unemployment numbers have already exceeded 10        
million in the first two weeks since the elective shutdown of the            
economy began! It’s not unreasonable to expect 30%-40%        
unemployment when the dust settles. Already a recent survey         
revealed that 43% of small businesses are on the verge of closing            
forever. Those numbers could climb even higher the longer we’re          
under shutdown orders and will likely be worse in countries that           
don’t control the printing press for the world’s reserve currency. 
 
Mass unemployment means lots of people will be selling their          
toys, cars and homes in the next 6-12 months just to survive. As a              
result, we will likely see a steep drop in prices for things like art,              
collectibles, used cars, and real estate. This “deflation” presents         
opportunities for anyone who has cash reserves or has         
maintained a well-paying job throughout the crisis to purchase         
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valuable items at a major discount. Keep your eyes on Craigslist,           
Facebook marketplace, OfferUp, eBay, and other outlets for items         
selling at bargain prices. 
 
However, the discount window may close quickly. By all accounts,          
it appears that the Federal Reserve and the government are          
going to print whatever it takes to “stimulate” the economy. This           
vast inflation of the money supply without a counter-balance of          
increased production of goods and services will eventually result         
in higher prices. But I think it could take years to achieve            
hyperinflation. 
 
Much of the money printing during the previous financial crisis just           
filled a big hole in the banks. In other words, the money didn’t             
flood into the mainstreet economy and cause massive price         
inflation. This time will be different as checks, and potentially a           
Universal Basic Income (UBI), will be going directly to consumers.          
Even so, there is a super deep hole to fill first, and many             
consumers will never reach the same purchasing power they had          
before the great economic freeze of 2020. 
 
If hyperinflation is the eventual expectation, opportunities will        
include anything scarce and valuable. Precious metals tops the         
list because gold, silver and other metals have global demand.          
Buying physical gold and silver today, even with outrageous         
premiums, may prove to be a steal in the near future. Other            
opportunities during hyperinflation may include cryptocurrencies,      
stocks, real estate, authentic collectibles and so on. 
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The one opportunity all the AnCap financial guys are pushing is           
gold mining stocks. For good reason. With oil prices at rock           
bottom prices and gold prices climbing, miners stand to make a           
killing. Fuel is typically the largest expense for miners. Low cost of            
fuel plus a high price for gold equals BIG PROFITS. 
 
Food Shortages 
 
Prior to this crisis most people only had a few days of food in their               
pantry. Some ate almost all of their meals at restaurants. We are            
starting to see long lines at food banks around the country as            
these folks run out of supplies and have no money or jobs to             
replenish them.  
 
Meanwhile, every day there are new signs that the food supply           
chain is broken. Travel bans are preventing migrant workers from          
reaching farms to harvest crops. Nation states are announcing         
moratoriums on food exports because they fear shortages.        
Abnormal weather conditions are hampering growing in certain        
regions. Seed sales are being prevented as “non-essential.” And         
small food wholesalers, distributors and farms are likely to go out           
of business before relief reaches them.  
 
Expect the food banks to completely run out of food right when            
people need them most. My biggest fear is that this will cause the             
public to clamour for the government to seize food from          
“hoarders” in order to redistribute it as they see fit. It’s already            
beginning: 
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I cannot think of a more dangerous situation than the government           
deciding who is most deserving of food. They are already          
confiscating masks and other medical equipment from the rightful         
owners and centrally planning where to distribute them.        
Unfortunately, most will probably advocate MORE government       
control over the food supply, while it’s obvious that less control is            
preferable. It’s clear that making it illegal to have front-yard          
gardens or to sell homemade jam to your neighbor hurts the           
supply chain and will make food shortages even worse. 
 
Thomas Massie understands this and is hoping to use this as an            
opportunity to pass his new local food bill to make it easier for             
small farmers and ranchers to serve local customers. 
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I wouldn’t hold my breath on Massie getting any legislation          
passed after the hate he received for opposing the $2 trillion           
bailout to big corporations. 
 
The opportunities during food shortages are simple: stock your         
pantry and your freezers now, produce as much food as you can,            
establish relationships with local producers, create local buying        
clubs or CSAs (community supported agriculture), and learn to         
cook, preserve and can. 
 
Real Wealth 
 
The moment an economic crisis strikes, investors rush out of their           
assets into cash because they don’t know what will have value           
tomorrow. Cash is currently one of the safest places to be until we             
have a better picture of the new normal.  
 
One benefit to this economic collapse is that people will          
rediscover what is truly valuable. Life is about to get much more            
primal. The days of buying cheap plastic garbage for sport and           
endlessly debating the number of genders are over. Food, family,          
relationships, cooperation, spirituality and skills are all likely to         
regain their value in the coming years.  
 
Financial capital is not real wealth, as we are seeing that it can be              
wiped out by a flick of the switch. Real wealth is the hidden forms              
of capital that I’ve repeatedly written about. These include         
experiential capital, intellectual capital, social capital, spiritual       
capital, living capital and material capital.  
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Taking action to increase these hidden forms of capital will          
eventually result in increased financial capital. Therefore, there is         
a huge opportunity while financial capital is declining to expand          
other forms of capital. Here are a few examples to consider. 
 
Experiential Capital: Increase your experiential capital by working        
on your craft and learning new skills during this shutdown and           
while the economic depression persists. 
 
Intellectual Capital: Always be learning. Very few will understand         
the situation that is unfolding and its ramifications. If you have a            
strong grasp of reality when others don’t, you will benefit. 
 
Social Capital: Strengthen your family, help your neighbors, meet         
like-minded people and trading partners. Your network is your net          
worth. 
 
Spiritual Capital: Live a good example. Offer guidance and help to           
those in need. Volunteer for local charities, churches or food          
banks. Your reputation will provide for you if you fall on hard            
times. 
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Living Capital: Make your body healthier and stronger. Grow a          
garden and plant an orchard. Raise chickens and other livestock. 
 
Material Capital: Acquire useful tools and materials. Use them to          
create more value. 
 
Income Opportunities 
 
Currently the industries that are faring well during stay-at-home         
orders are digital entertainment, precious metals, guns and        
ammo, seeds and gardening gear, survival foods, and personal         
protective equipment (PPE).  
  
Combining digital entertainment or education within those       
“survival” industries right now could yield a profitable online         
following. For example, you could make educational videos about         
growing and preserving your own food or to teach new gun           
owners basic firearm safety and maintenance.  
 
In terms of “formal” careers that are likely to continue to be in high              
demand despite economic woes, anything in the medical field is a           
homerun. Although some nurses are being furloughed at the         
moment because hospitals have stopped all “elective”       
procedures, there is a huge shortage of nurses across the          
country. It’s a career that can pay over six figures. My wife makes             
$140K/year with a two-year RN degree from a community college.          
Granted she worked her way into upper management, but it          
shows what is possible. 
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Other career paths that still appear promising are software         
coders, content producers, local farmers, engineers, mechanics,       
repair men, teachers, chefs, drivers, etc. 
 
More income opportunities will reveal themselves as this crisis         
progresses. Bigger problems means bigger opportunities for       
entrepreneurs and especially for agorists if the state continues to          
tighten its grip on the “formal” economy. We will cover specific           
opportunities in the informal economy in upcoming issues of         
Counter Markets. 
 
As for me, I’ll keep digging in the garden and exercising to get in              
better physical shape. I’ll continue to produce content, gather         
valuable materials and skills, and build relationships that can help          
sustain us if the world descends into Mad Max.  
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

Bitcoin prices dropped sharply last month, as the coronavirus         
prompted a near worldwide sell off in nearly all asset classes.           
Bitcoin started off the month just above the $9k mark, but by            
March 12 had dropped to near $4300. That level was met with a             
large volume spike, typically seen when price capitulation is         
reached. Since hitting that low, prices have been trending steadily          
higher, with Bitcoin currently sitting near the $7400 level.  

The sell-off seen last month doesn’t have much to do with           
cryptocurrency at all, it’s more the fear of what a worldwide           
pandemic could do to everything. As a result, we saw a massive            
sell-off in stocks, bonds, commodities, gold, silver, crypto and         
more, worldwide. Investors and money managers are running        
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scared and going to cash, as the level of economic damage being            
done at this rate is unlike anything ever seen before.  

Looking at Bitcoin outside of the current worldwide pandemic is          
probably a wise move here. Bitcoin isn’t going to die because of            
this. We may see some sovereign nations default on their debt;           
we’ll for sure see some large-scale financial institutions fail; and          
we’ll see some massive bankruptcies as well. We’ll also see the           
Federal Reserve intervene and throw as much money as they can           
to try and kickstart the economy again. Regardless of what          
happens, Bitcoin isn’t going to vanish. It can’t default, or go           
bankrupt, or have its interest rate played with, or succumb to the            
typical market forces and manipulation that affect all fiat         
currencies. 

Making short-term price predictions here is a gamble, but long          
term Bitcoin prices are likely headed much higher. Every country          
on earth is in a race to devalue their currency at the moment, and              
with the amount of money being printed around the world, it’s           
likely we’ll see inflation at a level we haven’t seen in decades.            
Bitcoin could potentially be seen as one of the few          
manipulation-free currencies left on earth. 

Investors, traders, money managers, and citizens around the        
world are about to see government intervention into their finances          
on a level that hasn’t been seen before. For anyone wanting to            
escape the continual decrease in purchasing power that fiat         
currency offers, Bitcoin could be looked at as a protected asset           
class.  

We’re definitely going to see some extreme volatility in the days           
ahead, both to the upside and downside. But the long-term picture           
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remains the same here. Cryptocurrency demand is strong and         
growing, the supply is finite, and actually shrinking once the          
halving event takes place. This dip should be viewed as a good            
chance to pick up some more Bitcoin, as the price will definitely            
surge once the pandemic fears start to die down.  

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position. Be careful with your position           
sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable losing. Also         
expect major volatility, with possible price swings of 50% or more           
in a matter of days.  

 

Silver Update 

 

Silver prices plummeted last month, along with just about every          
other asset class in existence. March started off with silver just           
above the $17 mark; however, the price dropped all the way to            
$12 by March 19. Since then, it’s bounced back to about the $15             
mark we’re at today. 

Many investors are wondering why gold and silver are selling off,           
despite being safe haven assets. In addition, demand for physical          
gold and silver has never been higher. Just about all the major            
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retailers are sold out. Kitco, Apmex, MoneyMetals, GoldSilver,        
you name it, physical inventory is gone. You can buy some gold            
and silver off eBay for ridiculous premiums, which we don’t          
suggest you do. Any retailer that does have physical inventory is           
charging a premium far higher than normal, and with demand for           
physical metal this high, who can blame them? 

Typically gold coins will sell for 3-5% above spot price, and silver            
coins will sell for 7-10% above. Prices today at major retailers           
have gold at a 10-15% premium, with silver at a 50-70% premium.            
This is clear panic buying, and we wouldn’t suggest anyone pay           
premiums this high. If you loaded up on silver or gold months ago             
as we’ve suggested, you should be fine. But now is not the time to              
buy physical metals, premiums are way too high.  

Looking at the markets for gold and silver, the spot price is what’s             
called a paper price. Traders in exchange-traded funds like GLD,          
SLV, and gold/silver futures contracts all revolve around this spot          
price. Physical retailers also base their buy/sell price around this          
paper spot price. The problem today is that the paper price and            
physical price have become disconnected. Silver trades for $15         
spot, but you’ll be lucky to find a 1 ounce coin for under $20. The               
market is currently broken, as there’s no inventory available for          
retailers, meaning no supply, combined with tons of new demand,          
yet spot prices are dropping. It doesn’t make much sense any           
way you look at it.  

The reason for the spot decline is that traders and investors were            
hit with margin calls as the equities markets dropped in March. In            
order to meet these margin calls everything was sold. Stocks,          
bonds, and precious metals. It was a massive liquidation with no           
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asset class being deemed safe other than cash. We’re still waiting           
for the dust to settle here, and for the paper price and street price              
to once again fall back in line.  

The unknown variable is how much supply have we lost in gold            
and silver? Mines around the world are shut down until further           
notice. Most estimates show new gold and silver supply declining          
by 30-50%. As long as worldwide lockdowns are in effect, gold           
and silver mines can’t produce a thing, meaning retailers and          
mints are going to have a very hard time replenishing their           
inventory. This could set the stage for some very volatile price           
swings in the upcoming months.  

The other piece here is that this sell-off in silver was 9 days in row               
before it saw a positive day. This has only happened a handful of             
times in history, and it doesn’t usually result in higher prices           
anytime soon. In fact, it leads to lower prices 1 year later over             
70% of the time.  

So while silver has never been cheaper relative to gold, it could            
always continue to break new records. Last month the gold/silver          
ratio hit 120 briefly, breaking out way beyond the previous record           
of about 99. So mid-March really was the cheapest silver had           
ever been relative to gold in history.  

What happens short term is anyone’s guess, but long term The           
Fed has opened up the presses and is going to print print print.             
Historically, this has always been positive for gold and silver,          
although gold might be favored here given silver and its exposure           
to the manufacturing/economic decline. We’re going to see        
currency devaluation, inflation, and free money coming in from all          
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angles. Throughout history gold has been a preserve of value,          
and we can expect it to continue to be going forward.  

For those of you who have been waiting to take a position in             
silver, inventory is limited and overpriced right now. If you want           
exposure to the movement in precious metals, we suggest you          
stay away from exchange-traded funds like GLD and SLV. They          
are used heavily in derivatives trading, and the prices are subject           
to manipulation and counterparty risk. Instead, look at PHYS,         
which trades like a stock but is backed by physical gold owned by             
a trust, held in a vault.  

Once the panic buying dies down, and premiums return to normal,           
we’d encourage you to shop from a trusted supplier at Money           
Metals Exchange. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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